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commutative ring theory Apr 15 2021 Presents the proceedings of the Second International Conference on Commutative Ring Theory in Fes,
Morocco. The text details developments in commutative algebra, highlighting the theory of rings and ideals. It explores commutative algebra's
connections with and applications to topological algebra and algebraic geometry.
Progress in Commutative Algebra 2 Jun 17 2021 This is the second of two volumes of a state-of-the-art survey article collection which
originates from three commutative algebra sessions at the 2009 Fall Southeastern American Mathematical Society Meeting at Florida Atlantic
University. The articles reach into diverse areas of commutative algebra and build a bridge between Noetherian and non-Noetherian
commutative algebra. These volumes present current trends in two of the most active areas of commutative algebra: non-noetherian rings
(factorization, ideal theory, integrality), and noetherian rings (the local theory, graded situation, and interactions with combinatorics and
geometry). This volume contains surveys on aspects of closure operations, finiteness conditions and factorization. Closure operations on
ideals and modules are a bridge between noetherian and nonnoetherian commutative algebra. It contains a nice guide to closure operations
by Epstein, but also contains an article on test ideals by Schwede and Tucker and one by Enescu which discusses the action of the Frobenius
on finite dimensional vector spaces both of which are related to tight closure. Finiteness properties of rings and modules or the lack of them
come up in all aspects of commutative algebra. However, in the study of non-noetherian rings it is much easier to find a ring having a finite
number of prime ideals. The editors have included papers by Boynton and Sather-Wagstaff and by Watkins that discuss the relationship of
rings with finite Krull dimension and their finite extensions. Finiteness properties in commutative group rings are discussed in Glaz and
Schwarz's paper. And Olberding's selection presents us with constructions that produce rings whose integral closure in their field of fractions is
not finitely generated. The final three papers in this volume investigate factorization in a broad sense. The first paper by Celikbas and EubanksTurner discusses the partially ordered set of prime ideals of the projective line over the integers. The editors have also included a paper on
zero divisor graphs by Coykendall, Sather-Wagstaff, Sheppardson and Spiroff. The final paper, by Chapman and Krause, concerns nonunique factorization.
Rings and Things and a Fine Array of Twentieth Century Associative Algebra Jul 19 2021 This book surveys more than 125 years of aspects
of associative algebras, especially ring and module theory. It is the first to probe so extensively such a wealth of historical development.
Moreover, the author brings the reader up to date, in particular through his report on the subject in the second half of the twentieth century. In
the second part of the book, the author gives descriptive impressions of the last half of the twentieth century. Beginning with his teachers and
fellow graduate students at the University of Kentucky and at Purdue, Faith discusses his Fulbright-NATO Postdoctoral at Heidelberg and at
the Institute for Advanced Study at Princeton, his year as a visiting scholar at Berkeley, and the many acquaintances he met there and in
subsequent travels in India, Europe, and most recently, Barcelona.
Ideal Theoretic Methods in Commutative Algebra Dec 24 2021 Includes current work of 38 renowned contributors that details the diversity of
thought in the fields of commutative algebra and multiplicative ideal theory. Summarizes recent findings on classes of going-down domains
and the going-down property, emphasizing new characterizations and applications, as well as generalizations for commutative rings wi
Commutative Algebra Sep 08 2020
Commutative Ring Theory Sep 28 2019 " Exploring commutative algebra's connections with and applications to topological algebra and
algebraic geometry, Commutative Ring Theory covers the spectra of rings chain conditions, dimension theory, and Jaffard rings fiber products
group rings, semigroup rings, and graded rings class groups linear groups integer-valued polynomials rings of finite fractions big CohenMacaulay modules and much more!"
Commutative Ring Theory and Applications Aug 08 2020 Featuring presentations from the Fourth International Conference on Commutative
Algebra held in Fez, Morocco, this reference presents trends in the growing area of commutative algebra. With contributions from nearly 50
internationally renowned researchers, the book emphasizes innovative applications and connections to algebraic number theory, geome
Integral Closure of Ideals, Rings, and Modules Mar 27 2022 Ideal for graduate students and researchers, this book presents a unified
treatment of the central notions of integral closure.
Canadian Mathematical Bulletin Oct 29 2019
Canadian Journal of Mathematics Sep 20 2021

Intermediate Domains Between a Local Ring and Its Completion Mar 03 2020
Integer-valued Polynomials Jan 25 2022 Integer-valued polynomials on the ring of integers have been known for a long time and have been
used in calculus. Polya and Ostrowski generalized this notion to rings of integers of number fields. More generally still, one may consider a
domain $D$ and the polynomials (with coefficients in its quotient field) mapping $D$ into itself. They form a $D$-algebra - that is, a
$D$-module with a ring structure. Appearing in a very natural fashion, this ring possesses quite a rich structure, and the very numerous
questions it raises allow a thorough exploration of commutative algebra. Here is the first book devoted entirely to this topic. This book features:
thorough reviews of many published works; self-contained text with complete proofs; and numerous exercises.
Abelian Groups, Rings, Modules, and Homological Algebra Aug 20 2021 About the book... In honor of Edgar Enochs and his venerable
contributions to a broad range of topics in Algebra, top researchers from around the world gathered at Auburn University to report on their
latest work and exchange ideas on some of today's foremost research topics. This carefully edited volume presents the refereed papers of the
participants of these talks along with contributions from other veteran researchers who were unable to attend. These papers reflect many of
the current topics in Abelian Groups, Commutative Algebra, Commutative Rings, Group Theory, Homological Algebra, Lie Algebras, and
Module Theory. Accessible even to beginning mathematicians, many of these articles suggest problems and programs for future study. This
volume is an outstanding addition to the literature and a valuable handbook for beginning as well as seasoned researchers in Algebra. about
the editors... H. PAT GOETERS completed his undergraduate studies in mathematics and computer science at Southern Connecticut State
University and received his Ph.D. in 1984 from the University of Connecticut under the supervision of William J. Wickless. After spending one
year in a post-doctoral position in Wesleyan University under the tutelage of James D. Reid, Goeters was invited for a tenure track position in
Auburn University by Ulrich F. Albrecht. Soon afterwards, William Ullery and Overtoun Jenda were hired, and so began a lively Algebra group.
OVERTOUN M. G. JENDA received his bachelor's degree in Mathematics from Chancellor College, the University of Malawi. He moved to the
U.S. 1977 to pursue graduate studies at University of Kentucky, earning his Ph.D. in 1981 under the supervision of Professor Edgar Enochs.
He then returned to Chancellor College, where he was a lecturer (assistant professor) for three years. He moved to the University of Botswana
for another three-year stint as a lecturer before moving back to the University of Kentucky as a visiting assistant professor in 1987. In 1988, he
joined the Algebra research group at Auburn University.
Commutative Algebra Apr 03 2020 Commutative algebra is a rapidly growing subject that is developing in many different directions. This
volume presents several of the most recent results from various areas related to both Noetherian and non-Noetherian commutative algebra.
This volume contains a collection of invited survey articles by some of the leading experts in the field. The authors of these chapters have
been carefully selected for their important contributions to an area of commutative-algebraic research. Some topics presented in the volume
include: generalizations of cyclic modules, zero divisor graphs, class semigroups, forcing algebras, syzygy bundles, tight closure, Gorenstein
dimensions, tensor products of algebras over fields, as well as many others. This book is intended for researchers and graduate students
interested in studying the many topics related to commutative algebra.
Hopf Algebras, Tensor Categories and Related Topics Jan 13 2021 The articles highlight the latest advances and further research directions
in a variety of subjects related to tensor categories and Hopf algebras. Primary topics discussed in the text include the classification of Hopf
algebras, structures and actions of Hopf algebras, algebraic supergroups, representations of quantum groups, quasi-quantum groups,
algebras in tensor categories, and the construction method of fusion categories.
Introduction To Commutative Algebra Jun 25 2019 First Published in 2018. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an Informa company.
Commutative Algebra and Its Applications Feb 23 2022 The series is aimed specifically at publishing peer reviewed reviews and contributions
presented at workshops and conferences. Each volume is associated with a particular conference, symposium or workshop. These events
cover various topics within pure and applied mathematics and provide up-to-date coverage of new developments, methods and applications.
Commutative Algebra Jul 07 2020 This contributed volume is a follow-up to the 2013 volume of the same title, published in honor of noted
Algebraist David Eisenbud's 65th birthday. It brings together the highest quality expository papers written by leaders and talented junior
mathematicians in the field of Commutative Algebra. Contributions cover a very wide range of topics, including core areas in Commutative
Algebra and also relations to Algebraic Geometry, Category Theory, Combinatorics, Computational Algebra, Homological Algebra, Hyperplane
Arrangements, and Non-commutative Algebra. The book aims to showcase the area and aid junior mathematicians and researchers who are
new to the field in broadening their background and gaining a deeper understanding of the current research in this area. Exciting
developments are surveyed and many open problems are discussed with the aspiration to inspire the readers and foster further research.
Ideal Theoretic Methods in Commutative Algebra May 29 2022 Includes current work of 38 renowned contributors that details the diversity of
thought in the fields of commutative algebra and multiplicative ideal theory. Summarizes recent findings on classes of going-down domains
and the going-down property, emphasizing new characterizations and applications, as well as generalizations for commutative rings wi
Commutative Algebra, Volume I Dec 12 2020 A precise, fundamental study of commutative algebra, this largely self-contained treatment is
the first in a two-volume set. Intended for advanced undergraduates and graduate students in mathematics, its prerequisites are the rudiments
of set theory and linear algebra, including matrices and determinants. The opening chapter develops introductory notions concerning groups,
rings, fields, polynomial rings, and vector spaces. Subsequent chapters feature an exposition of field theory and classical material concerning
ideals and modules in arbitrary commutative rings, including detailed studies of direct sum decompositions. The final two chapters explore
Noetherian rings and Dedekind domains. This work prepares readers for the more advanced topics of Volume II, which include valuation
theory, polynomial and power series rings, and local algebra.
Models, Modules and Abelian Groups Nov 22 2021 This is a memorial volume dedicated to A. L. S. Corner, previously Professor in Oxford,
who published important results on algebra, especially on the connections of modules with endomorphism algebras. The volume contains
refereed contributions which are related to the work of Corner. It contains also an unpublished extended paper of Corner himself. A memorial
volume with important contributions related to algebra.
Mathematical Reviews Jul 27 2019
Abstract Algebra Mar 15 2021 Through this book, upper undergraduate mathematics majors will master a challenging yet rewarding subject,
and approach advanced studies in algebra, number theory and geometry with confidence. Groups, rings and fields are covered in depth with a
strong emphasis on irreducible polynomials, a fresh approach to modules and linear algebra, a fresh take on Gröbner theory, and a group
theoretic treatment of Rejewski's deciphering of the Enigma machine. It includes a detailed treatment of the basics on finite groups, including
Sylow theory and the structure of finite abelian groups. Galois theory and its applications to polynomial equations and geometric constructions
are treated in depth. Those interested in computations will appreciate the novel treatment of division algorithms. This rigorous text 'gets to the
point', focusing on concisely demonstrating the concept at hand, taking a 'definitions first, examples next' approach. Exercises reinforce the
main ideas of the text and encourage students' creativity.
Focus on Commutative Rings Research Nov 10 2020 Focus on Commutative Rings Research

Commutative Algebra Sep 01 2022 This volume presents a multi-dimensional collection of articles highlighting recent developments in
commutative algebra. It also includes an extensive bibliography and lists a substantial number of open problems that point to future directions
of research in the represented subfields. The contributions cover areas in commutative algebra that have flourished in the last few decades
and are not yet well represented in book form. Highlighted topics and research methods include Noetherian and non- Noetherian ring theory
as well as integer-valued polynomials and functions. Specific topics include: · Homological dimensions of Prüfer-like rings · Quasi complete
rings · Total graphs of rings · Properties of prime ideals over various rings · Bases for integer-valued polynomials · Boolean subrings · The
portable property of domains · Probabilistic topics in Intn(D) · Closure operations in Zariski-Riemann spaces of valuation domains · Stability of
domains · Non-Noetherian grade · Homotopy in integer-valued polynomials · Localizations of global properties of rings · Topics in integral
closure · Monoids and submonoids of domains The book includes twenty articles written by many of the most prominent researchers in the
field. Most contributions are authored by attendees of the conference in commutative algebra held at the Graz University of Technology in
December 2012. There is also a small collection of invited articles authored by those who did not attend the conference. Following the model
of the Graz conference, the volume contains a number of comprehensive survey articles along with related research articles featuring recent
results that have not yet been published elsewhere.
Integral Domains Inside Noetherian Power Series Rings: Constructions and Examples Jun 29 2022 Power series provide a technique for
constructing examples of commutative rings. In this book, the authors describe this technique and use it to analyse properties of commutative
rings and their spectra. This book presents results obtained using this approach. The authors put these results in perspective; often the proofs
of properties of classical examples are simplified. The book will serve as a helpful resource for researchers working in commutative algebra.
Modules Over Non-Noetherian Domains Nov 03 2022 In this book, the authors present both traditional and modern discoveries in the subject
area, concentrating on advanced aspects of the topic. Existing material is studied in detail, including finitely generated modules, projective and
injective modules, and the theory of torsion and torsion-free modules. Some topics are treated from a new point of view. Also included are
areas not found in current texts, for example, pure-injectivity, divisible modules, uniserial modules, etc. Special emphasis is given to results
that are valid over arbitrary domains. The authors concentrate on modules over valuation and Prufer domains, but also discuss Krull and
Matlis domains, $h$-local, reflexive, and coherent domains. The volume can serve as a standard reference book for specialists working in the
area and also is a suitable text for advanced-graduate algebra courses and seminars.
Proceedings of the American Mathematical Society Nov 30 2019 Contains the material formerly published in even-numbered issues of the
Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society.
Basic Modern Algebra with Applications May 17 2021 The book is primarily intended as a textbook on modern algebra for undergraduate
mathematics students. It is also useful for those who are interested in supplementary reading at a higher level. The text is designed in such a
way that it encourages independent thinking and motivates students towards further study. The book covers all major topics in group, ring,
vector space and module theory that are usually contained in a standard modern algebra text. In addition, it studies semigroup, group action,
Hopf's group, topological groups and Lie groups with their actions, applications of ring theory to algebraic geometry, and defines Zariski
topology, as well as applications of module theory to structure theory of rings and homological algebra. Algebraic aspects of classical number
theory and algebraic number theory are also discussed with an eye to developing modern cryptography. Topics on applications to algebraic
topology, category theory, algebraic geometry, algebraic number theory, cryptography and theoretical computer science interlink the subject
with different areas. Each chapter discusses individual topics, starting from the basics, with the help of illustrative examples. This
comprehensive text with a broad variety of concepts, applications, examples, exercises and historical notes represents a valuable and unique
resource.
Chinese Journal of Contemporary Mathematics May 05 2020
Manis Valuations and Prüfer Extensions I Aug 27 2019 The present book is devoted to a study of relative Prüfer rings and Manis valuations,
with an eye to application in real and p-adic geometry. If one wants to expand on the usual algebraic geometry over a non-algebraically closed
base field, e.g. a real closed field or p-adically closed field, one typically meets lots of valuation domains. Usually they are not discrete and
hence not noetherian. Thus, for a further develomemt of real algebraic and real analytic geometry in particular, and certainly also rigid analytic
and p-adic geometry, new chapters of commutative algebra are needed, often of a non-noetherian nature. The present volume presents one
such chapter.
Non-Noetherian Commutative Ring Theory Jul 31 2022 This volume consists of twenty-one articles by many of the most prominent
researchers in non-Noetherian commutative ring theory. The articles combine in various degrees surveys of past results, recent results that
have never before seen print, open problems, and an extensive bibliography. One hundred open problems supplied by the authors have been
collected in the volume's concluding chapter. The entire collection provides a comprehensive survey of the development of the field over the
last ten years and points to future directions of research in the area. Audience: Researchers and graduate students; the volume is an
appropriate source of material for several semester-long graduate-level seminars and courses.
Commutative Ring Theory Jun 05 2020 This book explores commutative ring theory, an important a foundation for algebraic geometry and
complex analytical geometry.
Algebra: Chapter 0 Jan 01 2020 Algebra: Chapter 0 is a self-contained introduction to the main topics of algebra, suitable for a first sequence
on the subject at the beginning graduate or upper undergraduate level. The primary distinguishing feature of the book, compared to standard
textbooks in algebra, is the early introduction of categories, used as a unifying theme in the presentation of the main topics. A second feature
consists of an emphasis on homological algebra: basic notions on complexes are presented as soon as modules have been introduced, and
an extensive last chapter on homological algebra can form the basis for a follow-up introductory course on the subject. Approximately 1,000
exercises both provide adequate practice to consolidate the understanding of the main body of the text and offer the opportunity to explore
many other topics, including applications to number theory and algebraic geometry. This will allow instructors to adapt the textbook to their
specific choice of topics and provide the independent reader with a richer exposure to algebra. Many exercises include substantial hints, and
navigation of the topics is facilitated by an extensive index and by hundreds of cross-references.
Non-Noetherian Commutative Ring Theory Oct 02 2022 Commutative Ring Theory emerged as a distinct field of research in math ematics
only at the beginning of the twentieth century. It is rooted in nine teenth century major works in Number Theory and Algebraic Geometry for
which it provided a useful tool for proving results. From this humble origin, it flourished into a field of study in its own right of an astonishing
richness and interest. Nowadays, one has to specialize in an area of this vast field in order to be able to master its wealth of results and come
up with worthwhile contributions. One of the major areas of the field of Commutative Ring Theory is the study of non-Noetherian rings. The last
ten years have seen a lively flurry of activity in this area, including: a large number of conferences and special sections at national and
international meetings dedicated to presenting its results, an abundance of articles in scientific journals, and a substantial number of books
capturing some of its topics. This rapid growth, and the occasion of the new Millennium, prompted us to embark on a project aimed at

presenting an overview of the recent research in the area. With this in mind, we invited many of the most prominent researchers in NonNoetherian Commutative Ring Theory to write expository articles representing the most recent topics of research in this area.
Trends in Commutative Rings Research Jan 31 2020 Trends in Commutative Rings Research
Multiplicative Ideal Theory in Commutative Algebra Feb 11 2021 This volume, a tribute to the work of Robert Gilmer, consists of twenty-four
articles authored by his most prominent students and followers. These articles combine surveys of past work by Gilmer and others, recent
results which have never before seen print, open problems, and extensive bibliographies. The entire collection provides an in-depth overview
of the topics of research in a significant and large area of commutative algebra.
Rings, Modules, Algebras, and Abelian Groups Oct 22 2021 Rings, Modules, Algebras, and Abelian Groups summarizes the proceedings of a
recent algebraic conference held at Venice International University in Italy. Surveying the most influential developments in the field, this
reference reviews the latest research on Abelian groups, algebras and their representations, module and ring theory, and topological
Rings, Modules, and Closure Operations Apr 27 2022 This book presents a systematic exposition of the various applications of closure
operations in commutative and noncommutative algebra. In addition to further advancing multiplicative ideal theory, the book opens doors to
the various uses of closure operations in the study of rings and modules, with emphasis on commutative rings and ideals. Several examples,
counterexamples, and exercises further enrich the discussion and lend additional flexibility to the way in which the book is used, i.e.,
monograph or textbook for advanced topics courses.
Conference on Commutative Algebra Oct 10 2020 Proceedings
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